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Welcome to the 2016 World Rogaining Championships (WRC). This 
Final Information for Competitors Bulletin contains a lot of information about the event and 
associated activities. Please read it carefully. 

Event Timeline 

Day & Date Time Activity Location 
09:00 Model course opens Model Event 

Area 
Wednesday 
20th July 

10:00 
 - 17:00 

Model course maps available 
Gaiters and compasses available for sale 

Campground 

09:00 
 - 17:00 

Model course maps available 
Gaiters and compasses available for sale 

Campground 

12:00 First shuttle bus Hash House to Model area Campground 
Thursday 
21st July 

17:00 Last shuttle bus Model area to Hash House Model Event 
Area 

09:00 Registration open 
Model course maps available 
Gaiters and compasses available for sale 

Campground 

10:00 First shuttle bus Hash House to Model area Campground 
13:00 
 - 16:00 

IRF Meeting Homestead 

17:00 Last shuttle bus Model area to Hash House  
Model area closes 

Model Event 
Area 

17:00 WRC Opening Ceremony Campground 
18:00 
 - 20:00 

Pre-ordered meal available Campground 

Friday 
22nd July 

21:00 Registration closes Campground 
07:00 Registration opens Campground 
07:00 
 - 08:30 

Pre-ordered meal available Campground 

09:00 Map and course information handout Campground 
11:30 Start Area opens Campground 
11:45 Final briefing Campground 
12:00 2016 WRC Start Campground 
16:00 All Night Café (ANC) opens ANC Location 

Saturday 
23rd July 

17:00 Hash House catering opens Campground 
08:00 All Night Café (ANC) closes ANC Location Sunday 

24th July 12:00 Official WRC Finish Time – Teams lose 10 Campground 



points per minute for late return 
12:30 Course closure – Teams finishing later lose all 

their points 
Campground 

12:45 Cutoff for submission of protests/reports Campground 
13:00 Cutoff for unsealing bags with GPS or other 

prohibited items – all outstanding teams 
disqualified 

 

13:30 Results Presentation and Closing Ceremony Campground 
14:00 Hash House catering closes Campground 

 

18:00 
 - 20:00 

Pre-ordered meal available Campground 

07:00 
 - 08:00 

Pre-ordered meal available Campground 
Monday 
25th July 09:00 

 - 17:00 
Course Setting/Vetting Workshop day 1 Campground 

 

Getting There 

The WRC is centred on the Ross River Resort, which is approximately 80km east of Alice Springs 
in Australia’s Northern Territory. There is a bitumen sealed road all the way from Alice Springs to 
Ross River Resort. The road to Ross River Resort is called the Ross Highway.  

 



The turn off from the Stuart Highway, the main north-south road through Alice Springs, is near the 
southern edge of Alice Springs on the south side of Heavitree Gap, a key topographical feature of 
the town. This turn off is between Alice Springs airport and the centre of the town. It takes 
approximately 1 hour to drive from the centre of Alice Springs to the Ross River Resort. Parts of 
the bitumen road are a single lane of bitumen with wide gravel shoulders. If another vehicle is 
approaching slow down and move off the bitumen onto the gravel until you pass. It is strongly 
recommended that you do NOT drive between Alice Springs and the Ross River Resort 
during the hours of darkness (approximately 6:30pm to 7:00am). The road is not fenced and 
there are many animals (cattle, camels, kangaroos, horses) crossing or sitting on the road making 
driving quite dangerous. Most hire car companies do not allow you to drive after dark outside of 
towns in the Northern Territory. 

The Hash House and WRC Administration office (Admin) is located in the Ross River Resort 
campground which is ~700 metres beyond the Ross River Resort homestead across the Ross 
River. Unless you are arriving before Friday 22nd July or have booked Cabin accommodation you 
should proceed directly to the campground without stopping at the homestead. See further details 
in Accommodation Check-in below. 

Mobile Phone and Internet Coverage 

There is NO mobile phone coverage anywhere on the WRC Course including the Ross River 
Resort homestead and campground and the Model Event area. 

There is limited wireless satellite internet access at the homestead. It is slow and expensive, only 
recommended for light use. 

Bus Transport 

Bus transport between Alice Springs and the Ross River Resort will be provided to those who have 
pre-booked it. People booked on buses will receive an email requesting a pick-up point and 
confirming the time of the bus. 

Buses will travel around accommodation in Alice Springs (Aurora Hotel, Chifley Resort, Ibis Hotel, 
Double Tree by Hilton, Alice in the Territory, BIG4 MacDonnell Range Holiday Park) and then to 
the Airport before going to Ross River. The bus will NOT be stopping at any shops. 

Buses will depart from the first stop at the following times: Thursday 1100; 1530. Friday 0900; 
1200; 1530. Saturday 0700. 

Return travel will be in reverse on Sunday at 1500 and Monday at 0900, with the airport being the 
first stop.  

What to Bring 

In addition to all the clothing and equipment you require for the WRC event, the time prior to and 
after the event and the other items specifically mentioned elsewhere in this Bulletin, Competitors 
should bring the following: 

! Pen to record the punch code if any NavLight “punches” are faulty on course (an unlikely event 
but better safe than sorry) 

! Southern Hemisphere Compass, whistle, and a watch. 
! Eating utensils (plate, bowl, cup, knife, fork & spoon) plus a tea towel – Eating utensils will 

NOT be provided by the WRC event 
! Folding chair and table (for map preparation and eating, relaxing after event) if practical. There 

will be some tables and chairs provided. 



Accommodation Check In 

Camping at unpowered sites is included for all Competitors and Volunteers for the nights of Friday 
22nd, Saturday 23rd and Sunday 24th July. 

If you are arriving before Friday 22nd July (ie on Thursday 21st or before) and/or you are staying 
after Monday 25th July you must check in at the Ross River Resort homestead office when you 
arrive to book and pay for your camping/accommodation on the extra nights. 

If you have booked Cabin accommodation for the WRC event weekend then you also must check 
in for your accommodation at the Ross River Resort homestead office. 

For all other pre-booked accommodation (ie Bunkhouse and powered sites) please proceed 
directly to the campground and go to the Accommodation Check-In desk to check in for your 
accommodation. 

If you are camping on Friday 22nd, Saturday 23rd and Sunday 24th July only then you do not need to 
check in. Simply select a suitable site in the designated camping area and erect your tent. As 
space is limited we ask that you camp as close to each other as practical. There will generally be 
WRC Event Officials to answer questions. 

We request that, wherever practical, people organise their accommodation or set up camp 
BEFORE they go to Registration. This will reduce the peak load on the Registration team. 

Parking 

There will be dedicated vehicle parking areas in and adjacent to the campground. If you are 
camping it is unlikely that you will be able to park adjacent to your tent. You may drive to the 
nearest point on the campground internal road to your camping location to unload you gear, but 
must then move your vehicle to a dedicated parking area as directed by a WRC Event Official. You 
may be required to park up to 300 metres from your tent. 

Opening Ceremony 

There will be a short WRC Opening Ceremony in the Ross River Resort campground at 5:00pm 
Friday 22nd July. Any last minute updates regarding the WRC will be notified during this 
ceremony. All Competitors are encouraged to attend. 

Pre-Event Embargoed Areas 

Except as noted below 2016 WRC Competitors are prohibited from entering all areas within 25km 
of the Ross River Resort until the commencement of the WRC.  

This prohibition does not apply to the following: 

• The Ross Highway and access road to the Ross River Resort 
• The area within the immediate vicinity (ie within 200 metres) of the Ross River Resort and 

campground including the road between the homestead and the campground and the 
lookout behind the homestead 

• The area shown on the Model Event map 
• The Trephina Gorge Nature Park and the access road thereto 
• The N’dhala Gorge Nature Park and the access road thereto 
• The Arltunga Historical Reserve – This is the termination point of the Ross Highway 
• The Ruby Gap Nature Park and the access road between there and the Arltunga Historical 

Reserve 

In addition, from Saturday 16 July the access road from the north from Ross River Resort to 
N’Dhala Gorge Nature Park is embargoed. If you wish to visit N’dhala Gorge Nature Park it is 



possible to get there via a circuitous route from the Ross Highway and accessing the park from the 
south, or wait until after the event. 

Event Embargoed Areas 

Non-Competitors who are not WRC Event Officials are prohibited from entering both the 
embargoed areas noted above and the N’dhala Gorge Nature Park access road during the course 
of the WRC event. If non competitors wish to enter this prohibited area during the event to take 
photographs or for any other reason they should contact WRC Event Officials at the WRC 
Administration office who will see if it is practical to have that non competitor accompany a WRC 
Event Official on one of their routine patrols. If a non-competitor wishes to accompany a WRC 
Event Official on one of their routine patrols then they do so entirely at their own risk and agree to 
whatever route and duration the Official decides. 

Meals  

If you have booked any extra meals, vouchers for these will be in the Registration bag of the first 
listed member of your team. Please present the relevant voucher at the appropriate meal time. 
Meals will not be supplied to anyone without the correct voucher. 

The Ross River Resort restaurant and homestead BBQ area will close following dinner on the 
evening of Thursday 21st July evening and not reopen until dinner on Monday 25th July evening.  

If you require dinner from the restaurant on Thursday 21st July and/or Monday 25th July you must 
pre-book this at http://wrc2016.rogaining.com.au/index.php/event/menu. Bookings will close on 30th 
June 2016 unless sold out beforehand. Meals at the restaurant on Thursday 21st July and/or 
Monday 25th July will only be available to people who have pre-booked. 

Food Supply and Cooking Facilities 

Please note: 

• There is no shop or similar at Ross River Resort for purchasing food or other supplies. 
• The nearest shops are in Alice Springs. 
• Please purchase everything you need before leaving Alice Springs. 
• There are no cooking facilities at the Ross River Resort campground. You must bring all 

required cooking equipment and fuel with you. Fuel can be purchased at camping shops in 
Alice Springs including Lone Dingo in the Todd Mall and Desert Dwellers 21 Wilkinson 
Street. 

• There is no espresso coffee available at Ross River Resort 

Hot Water and Washing-Up Facilities 

Boiling water for making tea, coffee etc and hot water for washing up purposes will be available 
adjacent to the Hash House in the campground during the hours noted below. Note that except 
during the WRC event this is water only, users must supply their own tea, coffee etc. Water supply 
will be limited so please use it thoughtfully. Hours available: 

• Wednesday 20th July – 5:00pm to 9:00pm 
• Thursday 21st July – 7:00am to 9:00pm 
• Friday 22nd July – 7:00am to 9:00pm 
• Saturday 23rd July – 7:00am to Midnight 
• Sunday 24th July – Midnight to 9:00pm 
• Monday 25th July – 7:00am to 8:00am 

Bar Opening Hours 

Ross River Resort will be operating a bar selling beer and wine as follows: 



• Thursday 21st July – Homestead only 5:00pm to 9:00pm. May stay open longer if there is 
demand 

• Friday 22nd July – Campground 4:00pm to 8:00pm – Cash only 
• Sunday 24th July – Campground 12:00 noon to 8:00pm – Cash only 
• Other days – Homestead only until 8:30pm 

Cash and Credit Cards 

Ross River Resort has credit card facilities that can be used for accommodation (outside the event 
weekend) meals and bar service in the resort homestead. All other services including the 
campground bar and event merchandise sales will be strictly cash only. The nearest banks and 
ATMs are in Alice Springs so please ensure you have sufficient cash with you when you leave 
Alice Springs. Ross River Resort does offer a “cash out” option with their credit/cash card system 
but they will have a limited amount of cash and this should be considered as an emergency option 
only. 

Toilet Facilities 

The permanent toilet facilities at the event site have 7 male and 7 female toilets and will be 
supplemented by the nearby addition of: 

• A temporary men’s urinal 
• A set of portable toilets 

We ask that, where practical, men use the temporary urinal in preference to either the permanent 
toilets or the portable toilets and that everyone uses the permanent toilets in preference to the 
portable toilets. Doing this will reduce the risk of toilets becoming unavailable. 

While on the Model Course or WRC event area please bury all toilet waste. 

Showers 

The permanent ablutions block at the campground contains seven male and seven female 
showers. For the WRC we will be installing a further 12 temporary “cold water only” on the lower 
side of the campground. 

In fairness to others we ask that everyone takes the minimum practical length of shower when 
using the permanent facilities. We are confident that people are unlikely to want long showers in 
the temporary facilities! 

Fires 

The WRC will have a communal fire on the Friday and Sunday evenings and all night on the 
Saturday. Competitors and Volunteers are encouraged to socialize around this fire. 

There are also a limited number of other existing fire places available at the Ross River Resort 
campground. You may light fires in any of these existing fire places but lighting fires anywhere else 
in the campground or on the WRC course is strictly prohibited. If you wish to light a fire please 
adhere to the following: 

• If you light a fire you are responsible for the safety of that fire 
• You will need to supply you own firewood. Firewood is not available in the immediate area 

of the Ross River Resort or campground. You may collect firewood from the Model event 
area or from areas adjacent to the Ross Highway West of the Model event area 

• If you have a fire please make it available for use by other Competitors and Volunteers 

Please note also that during the WRC, and dependent upon weather conditions, there may be fires 
available at some of the Water Stations. 



Registration Process 

Registration will be by Individual and NOT by Team. This does not prevent more than one member 
of the same team registering at the same time. Each Team has been assigned a Team Number 
and each Member of that team an individual Competitor Number. For example the members of 
Team No 144 are; 144-1, 144-2 and 144-3. You can find your Team and Individual Number at 

http://wrc2016.rogaining.com.au/index.php/event/teamlist 

In order to register Competitors must present the following to the Registration Officials: 

• A completed and signed Indemnity Form 
• Photo identification showing the Competitor’s Date of Birth – e.g. Passport or Drivers 

Licence 

The Indemnity Form can be found at: 

http://wrc2016.rogaining.com.au/index.php/entry/indemnity-form  

The Indemnity Form is available in English, Russian and Czech languages for ease of 
understanding. Please download a copy of the Indemnity Form and bring it with you to the event. 
Only English language Indemnity Forms will be available in hardcopy at the event. 

When you register you will be given a Registration Bag that contains the following: 

• Sponsor Information 
• NavLight Tag, wristband and retainers 
• Instruction Sheet on attaching NavLight Tag to wrist 
• Competitor Number 
• Commemorative WRC Lens/Screen Cleaning Cloth 
• An elastic (snake) bandage 
• An emergency thermal blanket 
• Coupons for pre-ordered extra meals and/or maps  
• Coloured wristband for any Non-Competitor accessing the Hash House during the WRC 
• NT Government questionnaire 
• Any ordered merchandise 

Note that all coupons, coloured wristbands and merchandise ordered by a team will be included in 
the Registration Bag of the first listed member of the team unless the amount of merchandise is 
such that it will not fit. In that case some merchandise will be placed in the Registration Bag of 
another team member. 

Please note that the NavLight Tag and Competitor Number in your Registration Bag has been 
assigned to you. It cannot be transferred to another Team member or a member of another team. 
If you use the incorrect NavLight Tag you risk being disqualified. If you are unsure if you have 
the correct tag please see Admin. 

Team Changes 

If you have any team changes please go to the Admin desk to resolve these. Please note that the 
NavLight tags are assigned to individuals and not teams so if an individual moves from one team to 
another team they must retain the NavLight tag provided to them in their Registration bag. Admin 
will advise if a new Competitor Number is required and supply any required new Competitor 
Number. 

Merchandise 

If you have ordered merchandise the size and type ordered will be in your Registration Bag. If you 
wish to swap any merchandise for a different size this may be possible if the preferred size is 



available. This can only be done at the Merchandise Stall. No merchandise returns can be 
accepted. 

There will be a small amount of WRC Event merchandise available for sale at the event on a 
strictly cash only basis. This will be available at the Merchandise Stall set up at the event. All items 
will be available on a “first come” basis while stocks last. The merchandise items available will be: 

• WRC Short Sleeve Tee Shirt - $60- 
• WRC Long Sleeve Tee Shirt- $65- 
• WRC Bucket Hat - $20- 
• WRC Thirband - $25- 
• WRC Mug - $20- 
• Commemorative WRC Lens/Screen Cleaning Cloth - $5- 
• Assorted Compasses and Gaiters – Prices Vary 

Extra Maps 

If you have ordered an extra map these can be collected by presenting the Extra Map Voucher 
contained in your Registration bag to Admin at any time on Sunday 24th July after the nominated 
finish time of the WRC event. These maps may be printed on plain paper. 

Competitor Numbers 

The Competitor Number provided in each Competitor’s Registration bag is essential to allow 
Competitors to be immediately identified by WRC Officials and other Competitors while they are on 
the course. Competitors must have their Competitor Numbers attached to their clothing or 
equipment and clearly visible at all times while they on the course to allow such identification. 

Terrain Description 

The WRC is being held in scenically spectacular semi-arid terrain. The area is characterised by a 
series of east-west trending ridges separated by low hills or narrow plains. There are many major 
and minor watercourses, which will be completely dry at the time of the event – even rock pools will 
be dry. Much of the area has extremely complex topography that will reward good navigation. The 
maximum elevation difference between the highest and lowest points on the map is approximately 
320 metres. 

Details of the vegetation and underfoot conditions was previously broadcast to Competitors. It is 
recommended that Competitors again review that bulletin at: 

http://worldrogainingchamps.com.au/docs/14WRC2016_Spinifex_Bulletin.pdf 

There are very few vehicle tracks in the area. There are tracks made by cattle running parallel to 
the larger watercourses in the broader valleys. There are also some other animal tracks that fade 
in and out on some parts of the area. Only the vehicle tracks have been mapped. 

The map was prepared specifically for the WRC using the latest digital aerial mapping technology. 
However, apart from the immediate vicinity of Checkpoints the map has not been field checked. It 
is NOT an orienteering map! Entrants are strongly encouraged to spend time on the Model Event 
area to become familiar with the mapping approach. 

The tree cover and spinifex areas have been mapped from aerial photography but not ground field 
worked. Competitors should take the vegetation mapping as a guide only to what can be expected 
in these areas. Vegetation mapping should not be used for navigation. 

Part of this area was previously used for the 2007 Australian Rogaining Championships. The map 
used for that event can be viewed at http://rogaine.asn.au/images/pdf/arc2007map.pdf. The map 
for the WRC contains significantly more detail and greater accuracy. 



Model Event 

There is a Model Event located a little to the west of the WRC competition area. The Start/Finish of 
the Model Event area is adjacent to the WRC access road and is approximately 10km from the 
Hash House by bitumen sealed road. The Model Map and associated Course notes can be found 
on the event website at http://wrc2016.rogaining.com.au/index.php/event/courses/model-course. 

Competitors are encouraged to print themselves a copy of the Model Event map and Course Notes 
to bring with them. Each Competitor is also able to collect one copy of the Model Event map, 
printed on the same waterproof paper and using a similar process as used for the WRC 
competition map, and one copy of the Model Event Course Notes. These will be available from the 
event Administration centre on Wednesday 20th July 2016 10:00am-5:00pm, Thursday 21st July 
9:00am-5:00pm and Friday 22nd July 9:00am-5:00pm. 

It is strongly recommended that all Competitors read the Model Event Course Notes carefully and 
spend time on the Model Event area ahead of the WRC competition. Not visiting the Model 
Event area is likely reduce a team’s ability to optimise their WRC course plan. 

The Model Event area will be available to Competitors from 9:00am Wednesday 20th July 2016 
until 5:00pm Friday 22nd July 2016. Competitors may access the Model Event area by private 
vehicle at any time during this period. 

A free shuttle bus will run regularly both ways between the Hash House (Campground) and the 
Model Event area from 12:00 Noon until 5:00pm on Thursday 21st July and again from 10:00am 
until 5:00pm on Friday 22nd July. This service will nominally run each hour in both directions (ie 
leave Hash House on the hour and the Model Event on the half hour) but will respond to demand. 

During the period that the shuttle bus is operating a WRC Official will be stationed at the Model 
Event Start/Finish area. This Official is there for transport management purposes only, NOT to 
provide a safety check! 

All individuals entering the Model Event area do so entirely at their own risk. They must be fully 
self-sufficient in the Model Event area. Competitors must note that: 

• They may only enter the Model Event area in teams of two or more people in accordance 
with the IRF Rules of Rogaining 

• There are no safety patrols of the Model Event area 
• The Model Event area contains no Water Stations 
• Dependent upon fitness and speed it will take 4 to 8 hours to visit all Checkpoints on the 

Model Event area 
• The WRC management team will not be keeping records of people entering or leaving the 

Model Event area beyond those required for transport management purposes 
• There is no mobile phone coverage at the model event area 
• Please carry a whistle and safety equipment 

Rules and Compulsory Equipment 

The WRC shall be conducted in accordance with the IRF Rules of Rogaining. These can be found 
at 
http://www.rogaining.org/attachments/article/300/IRF%20Rules%20of%20Rogaining%202015.pdf  

In addition to the whistle required by Rule B15 each competitor shall be required to carry the 
following: 

• An elastic (snake) bandage 
• An emergency thermal blanket 

These will be provided to all Competitors in their Registration bags. 



Competitors must show any WRC Official their compulsory equipment upon request at any time 
from when the Competitor enters the WRC Start area until they leave the Finish area following the 
event. 

GPS Capable Device Bagging 

In accordance with B7 of the IRF Rules of Rogaining if a Competitor wishes to carry any GPS 
capable or otherwise prohibited device, that provides no audible feedback, on the course they must 
submit this to the Admin desk for sealing in a tamper-proof enclosure and recording. This can be 
done at any of the following times: 

• Friday 22nd July 9:00am to 9:00pm 
• Saturday 23rd July 7:00am to 11:30am 

Competitors are asked to attend to this as early as practical to minimise the risk of them not being 
able to get their device(s) sealed and recorded before the closing time. 

Any Competitor who has a device sealed and recorded MUST present the sealed enclosure to 
Admin after they finish the event but before 1:00pm on Sunday 24th July. The Team of any 
Competitor who fails to do this shall be disqualified. 

NavLight Electronic Scoring 

 The 2016 WRC is using the NavLight electronic punch system to 
record visits Checkpoints and undertake scoring calculations. 

Each team member will be issued with a wristband and receiver 
(similar to a wristwatch) that they must wear for the entire event. The 
wristband will be fastened before the start and must only be removed 
by event officials at the Finish, otherwise all points will be lost. 

Officials with initiating punches will be located at the entrance to the Start area. All team 
members must “punch” the initiating punch when the team hands in its Flight Plan, which 
will clear the device in readiness for the start. 

How to Punch at a Checkpoint 

At each checkpoint, two battery operated punches (that look like a small single battery torch) will 
be attached to the checkpoint marker. You may use either punch and different Team members 
may use different punches at a checkpoint.  

At each checkpoint location each team member must place the 
electronic punch into their receiver.  

A successful punch is acknowledged by flashing red light. Note 
that each team member’s receiver MUST record each 
checkpoint in order for the team to gain the points for that 
checkpoint. Please be careful punching. 

If a flash of red light is seen, your visit has been recorded and you 
can move on to the next checkpoint. 

If a punch fails 

No conventional pin punches will be used.  

In the extremely unlikely event that both punches at a Checkpoint fail, record the 3 letter code (eg; 
YKK) which is visible inside the head of one of the electronic punches. When you finish, advise the 
Finish Officials which Checkpoint(s) had faulty punches and the 3 letter code(s) that you recorded. 



If it is confirmed that these punches were faulty and you have the correct 3 letter code your Team 
will be credited with the points for that Checkpoint. 

The punches MAY have both a number on the outside and a 3 letter code inside the device head. 
Do not mistake the number on the punch, which may not match the CP number, for the 3 
letter code. 

To Finish 

When finished, report to Admin and all team members must register the ‘FINISH’ punch. Each 
wristband will then be cut off by event officials and the tags will be read. 

A print out will be produced listing the checkpoints visited by the team, the time between 
checkpoints, total time, penalty points, and total points.  

Please wait until you have received your print out. You may then move away from the Finish area 
and examine it. Go to the enquiries person if you have any questions about the score. 

Map and Course Information Collection 

The map and course information will be distributed using the following process commencing at 
9:00am on Saturday 23rd July. 

• Maps and course information shall be distributed by Team Number with each distribution 
station being assigned a block of Team Numbers – These will be displayed above the 
station 

• Only one Team member is required to collect all the Team’s map and course information – 
The Team member collecting the map and course information MUST bring their Competitor 
Number with them to the collection station 

The following data will be provided on a “one per Team member” basis: 

• Competition Map 
• Checkpoint Description Sheet 
• Course Notes 

In addition one “flight plan” map (a small copy of the competition map) will be provided per team. 

Flight Plan 

Once a Team has planned their course they must also mark their intended route on the “flight plan” 
map (straight line only) with sufficient direction arrows to make their intended direction clear and 
noting their expected location at each of the 6, 12 and 18 hour points of the event. Alternative 
routes and notes may also be shown. This will not be shown to any other competitors. 

The team is not required to adhere to this planned route but it will be used to assist any required 
Search and Rescue operation that is required if a team fails to return at the end of the event. 

Water Quality 

The drinking water being provided at the Hash House and on the course is bore (underground) 
water. It is safe for drinking but has a slight mineral taste. It has been used throughout the event 
setting process by the setting team without any problems. However competitors may wish to 
consider adding flavour (e.g. cordial) to the water if they feel that would assist them. 

Water Stations/Muster Points 

There will be eight Water Stations on the event area, including the All Night Café. Each Water 
Station will have Officials throughout the event and the water will be replenished as required. 
These Water Stations are also Emergency Muster Points. In the event of an emergency (e.g. fire) 
or an injury or illness Competitors should make their way to the nearest Water Station/Muster Point 



and seek assistance from the Official there. The Official will have communications with the event 
Admin.  

The water at the Water Stations is provided for drinking purposes only. Competitors MUST NOT 
use this water for washing or cooling purposes. To do so runs the risk of other teams not being 
able to get drinking water later in the event. Please also ensure that the valves (taps) on the Water 
Station outlets are securely turned off before departing the Station. 

Water Carrying Capacity 

It is recommended that all Competitors have the capacity to carry at least 3 litres of water. In 
addition, it is recommended that Competitors consider bringing with them to the event the capacity 
to carry up to 5 litres of water. Large sections of the WRC event area do not have any road access 
and thus no Water Stations have been sited there. Some teams may wish to have the option of 
undertaking a long loop through these sections and may consider that 3 litres of water would be 
insufficient to achieve this comfortably.  

Checkpoint Naming Convention 

In accordance with rogaining standard practice, checkpoint features that are specifically shown on 
the map have the prefix “The” (e.g. The gully, The spur) whilst those that are not specifically shown 
on the map but do exist on the ground have the prefix “A” (e.g. A saddle, A bend). The international 
symbol descriptions do not make this distinction, however the checkpoints with prefix “A” will be 
highlighted in the course setter’s notes handed out with the map. 

As noted previously, all watercourses will be dry at the time of the event. The event has adopted 
the approach of describing every checkpoint located in a gully (or re-entrant) shown on the map as 
“The gully” irrespective of whether a watercourse is also shown in the gully or not. The checkpoint 
description, “The watercourse” is only used where a checkpoint is on a watercourse shown on the 
map which does not have an obvious gully also shown on the map. Such watercourses are very 
clear on the ground. 

Checkpoint Numbering 

The course contains 89 checkpoints worth between 30 and 110 points each. 

The number assigned to a checkpoint reflects the point value of that checkpoint as follows: 

• CP 35 is worth 30 points 
• CP 61 is worth 60 points 
• CP115 is worth 110 points 

WRC Event Map 

The WRC event map will have the following characteristics: 

• Size 885mm x 590mm  
• Printed on 167gsm synthetic waterproof paper 
• Scale 1:25,000 
• Contour interval – 10 metres indexed at 50 metres, with 5 metre form lines. 
• Oriented to Magnetic North 
• Pre-Marked with Checkpoint Circles and Water Stations/Muster Points 

It is not necessary to provide any covering to protect the map, but Competitors may wish to do so 
in order to help preserve any course planning markings that they add to the map. 

Course Planning 

Apart from those areas around the Hash House reserved for official use only, there is no restriction 
on where WRC teams may undertake their course planning. However, teams must provide free 



and open access for WRC Event Officials to the area where they are undertaking their planning 
throughout the planning period. If teams choose to undertake planning in their; bunkhouse room, 
cabin, RV/campervan/caravan or tent the entrance must be kept open, and WRC Event Officials 
permitted to enter, at all times. 

Please note: 

Rule B7(d) states “The use of maps that provide additional information not shown on the 
competition map is prohibited for course planning and while on course.” 

Rule B8 states ”The use of aids for course planning other than for distance measurement and 
scoring estimation is prohibited, in particular route optimisation software or other sophisticated 
planning tools.” 

Substantial undercover area complete with tables and chairs will be available for teams to 
undertake their course planning. Please note that the facilities available will not be sufficient to 
accommodate ALL teams and thus Competitors are asked to use the available space 
economically and, if practical, bring their own shelter, chairs and tables with them. 

Starting Procedure 

An area at the campground entrance will be cordoned off as the WRC Start area. This area will be 
open from 11:30am on Saturday 23rd July. There will be a number of entrances available. Please 
note the following: 

• Competitors must enter the Start area as complete Teams (i.e. all Team members must be 
together) 

• Teams must hand the WRC Officials at the entrance their completed “Flight Plan” which 
must include the Team Number 

• Competitors must show their Individual Competitor Number. 
• Competitors must show their NavLight tag attached and secured to their wrist 
• A WRC Official with then “Initiate” the NavLight tags of all Team members – If your tag is 

not Initiated then you are at risk of not having checkpoint visits recorded! 

Vehicle Access Restriction 

There will be no vehicle access permitted into or out of the Hash House (Campground) between 
11:00am and 12:30pm on Saturday 23rd July because the entrance area will be cordoned off as the 
WRC Start area. 

Again on Sunday 24th July between 11:00 am and 12:30 pm there will be no vehicle access 
permitted into or out of the Hash House (Campground) because the entrance area will be 
cordoned off as the WRC Finish area. 

Landowners and Fences 

We have been granted access to this magnificent area by the Traditional Aboriginal Owners of the 
land, Ross River Resort and four pastoral leaseholders. We are very grateful for this access and 
must respect the land we are on. Please do not interfere with any infrastructure on the land and 
stay well away from any areas shown on the Competition Map as being Out of Bounds. Also 
please take all reasonable measures to avoid disturbing any cattle you might encounter. 

There are a small number of fences on the WRC Competition area. None are electrified. Please 
take care when crossing fences to avoid damage to them. Go under fences wherever practical. 
Please leave all gates exactly as you find them. If you open a gate then you must also close that 
gate. Do not assume that a following team will shut the gate, even if they say they will! If you 
damage a fence or other piece of infrastructure in any way please ensure that you report this to the 
Official at the next Water Station (Muster Point) that you visit and report it again after you finish. 



Procedure for Visiting the Hash House During the Event 

All teams that return to the Hash House during the event MUST check in with Admin upon 
arrival at the Hash House and must check out before departing to visit more Checkpoints. 

When checking in upon arrival all Team members must use the “Arrival” punch that will be hanging 
at Admin. 

When checking out all Team members must use the “Depart” punch that will also hanging at 
Admin. Failure to use the “Arrival” and “Depart” punches as set out above may result in 
disqualification. 

Please note that if a team records their arrival at the Hash House using the “Arrival” punch and 
then decides not to re-enter the course their finish time will be deemed to be the time they used the 
“Arrival” punch. In this case teams must still report to the finish and hand in their Navlight tags in 
order to be awarded a score. 

Protests and Reports 

Teams may lodge a Report or Protest in accordance with IRF Rules of Rogaining B26 at any time 
up to 45 minutes following the nominated finish time of the event. All Reports or Protests must be 
in writing in the English language and be submitted to the event Admin. 

Any Report or Protest shall be considered in accordance with IRF Rules of Rogaining C18 by a 
jury consisting of: 

• Jan Tojnar – Czech Republic 
• Heidi Cusworth – United States 
• David Rowlands – Australia 

If one or more of these people are disbarred from the jury pursuant to C18 then they shall be 
replaced by one or more of: 

• Lauri Leppik – Estonia 
• Rod Phillips – Australia 
• Another person eligible pursuant to IRF Rules of Rogaining D7 

Results Display 

After a minimum of 30 minutes following the nominated finish time of the event progressive 
provisional results will be displayed adjacent to the event Admin. Final provisional results shall be 
displayed from approximately one hour following the nominated finish time of the event. These may 
be subsequently amended subject to the outcome of any ruling on a Report or Protest. 

The results will be posted on the WRC website as soon as practical following finalisation. 

Weather Conditions 

Weather statistics for the WRC area show the following: 

Temperature Data Rainfall & Cloud Data 
Mean July Maximum 20oC Mean July Rainfall 15mm 
Highest Ever July Maximum 32oC Mean No of July days >1mm 

rainfall 
1.8 days 

Mean July Days/Year Above 
30oC 

0.1 days Mean July daily hours of 
sunshine 

9.1 hours 

Mean July Minimum 4oC Mean No of Clear Days in July 21 days 
Lowest July Minimum -7oC Mean No of Cloudy Days in July 4.3 days 



Mean July Days/Year Below 2oC 8.6 days   
Mean July Days/Year Below 0oC 4.3 days   

The chance of rain is very low. However it is possible that the days could be quite warm and/or the 
nights very cold. It is highly likely to be sunny and the level of ultraviolet radiation is normally very 
high. The use of sunscreen and hats is strongly recommended. For Australian and New Zealand 
competitors not used to wearing sunscreen in winter, please heed this warning. 

Because of the potential for extreme cold overnight, a thermal blanket will be provided in every 
Competitor’s Registration bag. Competitors are required to carry this thermal blanket with them at 
all times during the WRC. If you become injured or ill wrap yourself in the blanket until you are able 
to access assistance. It may save your life! 

Sun & Moon Timings 

The sun and moon times for the WRC are as set out below. 

Saturday 23 July 2016 
Sunset 6:08 pm 
End Civil Twilight 6:32 pm 
Moonrise 9:26 pm 

Sunday 24 July 2016 
Begin Civil 
Twilight 

6:49 am 

Sunrise 7:13 am 
Moonset 10:07 am 

Spiders 

Orb weaver spiders are very common in the WRC area, as they are across much of Australia. 
These are large spiders that usually spin large webs between adjacent trees. It is likely that almost 
all Competitors will encounter some of these spiders during the event. Note that the course setting 
team members have collectively had hundreds, and possibly thousands, of encounters with orb 
weaver spiders over their lives and none have ever been bitten.  

Orb weavers are very reluctant to bite. Symptoms are usually negligible or mild local pain, 
numbness and swelling. Occasionally nausea and dizziness can occur after a bite and you should 
seek medical attention if symptoms persist.  

Snakes 

It is highly unlikely that Competitors will encounter venomous snakes on the WRC course as it is 
generally too cold for them in July. During the 80+ team days of course setting one venomous 
snake was sighted and that was during May when the weather is generally much warmer than July. 
Despite the extremely low probably of venomous snake bite an elastic (snake) bandage has been 
included in each Competitor’s Registration bag and Competitors are required to carry this bandage 
with them when on the Course. Details of how to apply the bandage and seek assistance in the 
event of venomous snake bite are set out below. 

 



 

Correct management of pressure immobilisation 
technique 

If the victim is bitten on a limb, apply the elastic bandage 
over the bite site as soon as possible. The bandage should 
be firm and tight, similar to what would be used for a sprain 
– you should be unable to easily slide a finger between the 
bandage and the skin. 

 

 

In order to further restrict lymphatic flow and to assist in 
immobilisation of the limb, apply the second bandage 
carried by the team, commencing at the fingers or toes of 
the bitten limb and extending upward covering as much of 
the limb as possible. The bandage should be applied 
over existing clothing. The purpose of this bandage is to 
further restrict lymphatic flow and assist immobilisation. 

 

 

If possible splint the Limb including joints on either side of 
the bite, to restrict the limb movement. The splint material 
can be incorporated under the layers of the bandage or 
secured by spare clothing. For the arm, use a sling. Keep 
the victim calm and the completely at rest. If possible ask 
another team to notify the nearest Water Station/Muster 
Point. If this is not possible, ensure the victim has sufficient 
food, water and warm clothing, make careful note of their 
location and the other team member should then go to the 
nearest Water Station/Muster Point and notify them of the 
situation and location. They should then return to the victim 
and wait until assistance arrives. Apply additional local 
pressure to bite site if possible. 

 

 

ALWAYS REMEMBER: 

• DO NOT cut or excise the bitten area, or attempt to 
suck venom from the bite site 

• DO NOT wash bitten area 
• DO NOT apply an arterial tourniquet 

 

 



Checkpoint Marker Collection 

The organising team have put a lot of time and effort into bringing you this event. By the time the 
event is over some of us will have visited some Checkpoint sites up to three times. We would like 
to avoid a fourth visit if possible! 

It would be greatly appreciated if you can help retrieve Checkpoint markers. Our aim is to get them 
all retrieved by the end of Monday 25th July. 

If you are able to assist with Checkpoint marker retrieval and have not already registered for this 
could you please advise Admin either prior to the event or on Sunday following the event. Please 
note the following: 

• All Checkpoint marker collection will be undertaken in teams of two or more for safety 
reasons 

• If required, teams will be transported to and/or collected from suitable take-off points using 
event vehicles 

• If you don’t feel up to Checkpoint marker collection but still want to help then there will be 
plenty of packing up to be done around the Hash House on Sunday afternoon and Monday 

• We will be eternally grateful to everyone that assists us in any way 

NT Government Questionnaire 

The 2016 WRC has been strongly supported by the Northern Territory Government. They are very 
proud of the Territory and keen to show off its natural beauty to the world. As part of our agreement 
with the Northern Territory Government we are required to provide them with information regarding 
the number of people that came to the Northern Territory for the event, what they did in the 
Northern Territory and how much they spent. 

Thus, we will be asking all WRC Competitors and Volunteers to complete a brief questionnaire 
about these things. A copy of the questionnaire can be found at 
http://wrc2016.rogaining.com.au/index.php/region/attractions. It is requested that one questionnaire 
be completed by each group (set of people travelling together) travelling to the event. This can be 
done by either printing it from the above link or using the hardcopy contained in your Registration 
bag, completing it and placing it in the box provided at Admin. 

Please assist us by completing this questionnaire. 

Contact Details 

If you need to make contact with the WRC Organisers prior to Saturday 9th July, or after Tuesday 
26th July please use the contact us button on the WRC website. 

For contact between 9th July and 15th July email robinsonpartners@bigpond.com or telephone 
+61407880681 

For contact from 16th July until 26th July please email robinsonpartners@bigpond.com AND call 
Ross River Resort on +61 889569711 and leave a message for the Rogaining Team. Please note 
that responses during this period may be delayed up to 48 hours.  


